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DESCRIPTION

10¢ Green, Type V (35), Positions 31-36/41-46/51-56/61-66/71-76/81-
86/91-96L2, block of 42 (six by seven) from the lower left corner of the
left pane of Plate 2 with “Toppan, Carpenter & Co. BANK NOTE EN-
GRAVERS. Phila. New York, Boston & Cincinnati” imprint and “No. 2
P.” plate number at left, original gum, rich color, bright and fresh,
there are two minor plate varieties: 84L “Shell Dash” and 93L Curl in
“e” of “Cents”

PROVENANCE

Dr. Carroll Chase (sold privately to Filstrup)

Alvin W. Filstrup (bought privately from Dr. Chase; sold privately)

Samuel W. Richey (according to Brookman—see citation below)

Amos Eno, Harmer, Rooke sale, 7/9/1950, lot 250, to Neinken

Mortimer L. Neinken, Siegel Auction Galleries, 11/19/1970, Sale 384,
sold as part of lot 286 (the Neinken 10¢ Type V collection)

John C. Chapin (bought privately, circa 1973; collection sold privately
to William H. Gross, 2002)

CENSUS, LITERATURE AND EXHIBITION REFERENCES

Lester G. Brookman, United States Postage Stamps of the 19th Century,
Vol. I, p. 243 (block’s owner stated as Samuel W. Richey)

John C. Chapin, A Census of United States Classic Plate Blocks 1851-1882, 
p. 12

Mortimer L. Neinken, The United States Ten Cent Stamps of 1855-1859,
p. 153

Collectors Club of New York 3/3/1926 (Filstrup)

Accompanied by a letter from Mortimer L. Neinken to John C. Chapin,
dated December 18, 1973, congratulating Chapin on his acquisition
and describing the block as “one of the U.S. 19th century philatelic
gems.”

CONDITION NOTES

Fine-Very Fine and excellent condition for a block of this issue and
size; a few hinge remnants, but at least 15 stamps are Mint N.H.; some
perf separations in different parts of the block, but overall there are
very few for such a large multiple; one stamp in the plate block of eight
has a large inclusion that appears to be natural, a few stamps at right
have negligible toned spots, tiny thin and tear, but none of these are of
any significance

HISTORY AND COMMENTARY

Stamps of the Antebellum Period
With the exception of the 12¢, large blocks of the higher

values of the 1857-60 Issue are all quite rare. This block of
10¢ Type V stamps is the largest known, eclipsing a block of
40 from the right pane. Just as important, if not more so, it
is one of two recorded imprint and plate number blocks of
the 10¢ Type V, Scott 35—the other is a block of eight. This
plate block of 42 probably owes its survival to the Civil War.
In 1861 the federal government demonetized all previous

issues of postage stamps and replaced them with new stamps
that would be distributed only to post offices in loyal states.
The purpose of demonetization was to prevent the South
from using stamps as a medium of exchange. Years after the
war, some of the sheets found in Southern post offices and
returned to Washington, D.C., were sold or traded to stamp
dealers. Many of the unused examples of Scott 24, 26, 30,
35, 36B, 37, 38 and 39 in singles and multiples come from
this cache of post office remainders.
This plate block of 42 was once owned by Dr. Carroll

Chase, one of the pioneering scholars of classic issues. It
passed to Chase’s friend, Alvin W. Filstrup, and then to
Samuel W. Richey, before becoming a part of the Mortimer
L. Neinken collection. After the Siegel firm sold Neinken’s
10¢ collection in 1970, the block was acquired by John C.
Chapin for his classic plate number multiples collection. In
2002 the Chapin collection was acquired intact by the
Shreves in a sealed bidding process organized by Andrew
Levitt, and then the collection was sold to Mr. Gross. ◼

LOT 48°

A stupendous classic plate number multiple, comprising a significant part of
the left pane of the 10¢ Type V, including the full imprint and plate number—
this is the largest block known of any 10¢ stamp issued from 1847 to 1875

ESTIMATE $50,000-75,000

Mortimer L. Neinken
(1896-1984)




